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Flyboys Defender Oversized Helmet Bag
Black

Cena brutto 223,57 zł

Cena netto 181,76 zł

Kod producenta FB1121BLK

Opis produktu

Overview
An all new version of what was already the best Helmet Bag available with new FOD prevention features! 420 Denier Cordura
Nylon with 1/2" cloth poly-fill to cushion your helmet. Heavy duty nylon zipper - resists snags. Two interior pockets WITH VELCRO
CLOSURE that fit your DTC, VTR tapes, sunglasses or water bottle without having them fall into the main compartment when you
put it down! Minor, but a great new feature. This super tight knit nylon shell is extremely water resistant and provides superior
protection for YOUR expensive equipment - and the interior lining is extremely soft. It will not scratch your visor. Oversized from
standard issue versions, it is superior for helmets with with NVG or HMS mounts!

Two NEW pockets for smaller items. Developed and fielded by Fly Boys, ONLY Fly Boys offers these two new zippered pockets -
which are located above the tall exterior pockets. The actual pocket is situated between the main compartment and the exterior
pockets, and are rectangular in shape. They are absolutely perfect for those small items that you don't want ending up on the
cockpit floor, or want fast access to them without having to fish around for them in the bag. Things like wallets, sunglass cases,
loose coins, flashlight, earplugs, are PERFECT here! A "small" feature that spells huge returns in organization, protection for gear
and not F.O.D.'ing out that 5 million dollar GE110 on your F-16! Bottom line is this is significant upgrade from the standard issue
helmet bag and you won't be disappointed.

Comes with an exact color matched, adjustable shoulder strap fitted with a gripping contouring rubber shoulder pad for hands off
carrying if necessary - It won't slip off of your shoulder.

Inside Dimensions: 19-1/2" W x 20" Tall
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